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capture webcam and audio simultaneously sometimes you may need to capture the video and audio
simultaneously from your webcam or computer. to capture the webcam and audio simultaneously is not a
difficult task for you. you just have to use 4videosoft screen capture. this screen capturing software allows
you to capture the video and audio on your webcam or pc. capture the screen of a remote pc sometimes,
you may have to capture the screen of your pc in another pc. to do this, you must use 4videosoft screen
capture. this screen capturing software allows you to capture the image of your smartphone or pc screen

in any other pc. 4videosoft screen capture v1.1.10 incl crack a simple and powerful screen capture
application for windows. this is the best utility to capture any windows desktop and make the images as
wallpaper. you can easily capture windows desktop through a single click. it is the only screen capture

software which can capture & save the screen in one image file. you can capture the screen contents as
an image or a jpg, and you can save the captured screen content in any other format like png, gif, bmp,

wmv, jpg, and tif. you can record sounds, images, and video clips. with this tool you can make multi-
window screenshots. it is a very easy to use software for windows xp, 7, 8, 8.1, and 10. you can also

record the web videos with this tool. it is very light in weight and has no problem in running on the slow
computer. you can also record sounds, images, and video clips. automatically create annotations for your

screenshots based on window or web form structurethe dr.explain tool is exceptionally useful for authoring
help files with many screenshots and technical illustrations. the built-in capturing tool analyzes internal

structure of captured windows or web forms and automatically creates numbered annotations for all
significant gui elements: buttons, fields, options, menus, toolbars, and so on. you must just add some

descriptive text to complete the topic. with other help authoring tools those operations would take hours
while with the dr.explain you can accomplish it in minutes.
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you can easily record the
screen in different ways

including single-shot,
continuous shot, video-movie,

and rewind. you can record
audio from any sound input

including line-in, stereo-
microphone, or headphones.
so, you can create video clips

of any movies, lectures,
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online games, presentations,
and so on. you can record
screen with a subtitle and

save the footage as a video
file. after recording, you can

edit the captured screen
video with the built-in editor.
you can also adjust the image

quality and size of your
captured screen video. the
built-in editor can help you
trim the captured screen
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video to any length. it enables
you to crop the selected part
of the screen video. you can

also fine-tune the video
quality. you can use the

advanced video effects, such
as: black & white, reverse,

grayscale, sepia, sepia tone,
negative, brightness,
contrast, and so on.

4videosoft screen capture
software is designed to record
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the screen and save the
captured screen video and

audio in different video files.
it can capture video or audio

from any source including
online streaming, program
recording, dvd playback,

online videos, etc. you can
record screen with a subtitle

and save the footage as a
video file. after recording, you
can edit the captured screen
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video with the built-in editor.
you can also adjust the image

quality and size of your
captured screen video. the
built-in editor can help you
trim the captured screen

video to any length. it enables
you to crop the selected part
of the screen video. you can

also fine-tune the video
quality. 4videosoft screen

capture serial key full version
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is a free screen capture
software application to

capture screenshots and
record videos. this tool

supports drag-and-drop to
capture the selected area on

the screen and support videos
with sound and frames to

capture. the application can
save the captured image as a

video file, an image file or
both. 4videosoft screen
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capture can record the entire
screen and the active window.
you can enable or disable the
screen capture with a hotkey.
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